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The Future for "Carbon Sense". 
 

21 February 2012 
 

A print-ready copy of this issue of "Carbon Sense" can be downloaded from: 
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/future-carbon-sense.pdf 

 
 
 

 
“This is a test to see if your mission of life is finished. 

If you are still alive, it's not.” 

 
Sir Francis Bacon 

 
 
Carbon Sense History 
 
The Carbon Sense Coalition was formed in 2007 by a bunch of alarmed and annoyed senior 
citizens (mainly crusty old blokes and a few smart young things).  Many had long experience in 
science, engineering, economics, industry and government. 
 
We were alarmed at the stupidity of anyone classing carbon dioxide as a pollutant, and annoyed at 
the misuse of government funds to promote the foolish notion that man controls the climate, and all 
that is needed to improve it is a carbon tax.  
 
The founders are more senior now and a bit more relaxed because we have been joined by many 
concerned youngsters, and the alarmist tide has definitely turned. Once we were ignored by most of 
the media – now some friends report our message and the others are sufficiently concerned by our 
message that they try to dig up dirt on us and our motivations. 
 
Why was this battle against climate alarmism all over the world largely led by the oldies? Here are a 
few reasons: 
 

1. We have seen a good number of government scares and scams, so are quicker to recognise 
another one. We saw the Global Cooling Scare replaced by the Global Warming Scare (both 
attributed, often by the same scare mongers, to man's industrial activities; we saw Y2K 
come and go without a whimper (but at huge expense for some); we predicted the errors of 
the doomsday forecasts from the Club of Rome; we saw the failed forecasts of world-wide 
starvation, never ending drought and nuclear winter, and we noticed that the first prediction 
of the exhaustion of carbon fuels was made before 1900, and about every 20 years since 
then. Finally we recognised that computers have a huge memory and no brains - they are 
much faster at getting to the same wrong answers as we got with those marvellous new HP 
financial calculators, many years ago. If you put silly assumptions in, you get silly answers 
out.  
 

2. We got a better education in basic science, maths and engineering (and less social science), 
so can recognise when ministers and their minions talk rot. 
 

3. Many of us are self-employed, retired or not gainfully employed so we do not have to be 
careful of offending powerful and sometimes vindictive employers, clients or customers. 
(Some of our younger supporters must remain in the background for fear of backlash from 
spiteful employers, media or governments.) 
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4. We have seen enough of politicians and political activists to know that many of them are 
driven by hidden agendas, and the demonization of carbon is just another excuse to 
increase taxes and grab more control over every aspect of our lives.  

 
5. We grew up in an era when human achievements were celebrated, and find repugnant the 

anti-industry, anti-property, anti-freedom and anti-human philosophies of many in the climate 
crusade, and, 
 

6. We have seen enough natural disasters to know that they are just that – natural. It is no 
good moaning about them, no good passing laws or levying taxes in the vain hope of 
averting them; we just have to clean up, rebuild, and be better prepared or better insured for 
the next time. 

 
 
Carbon Sense Funding 
 
The Carbon Sense Coalition is just a name for a group of people with similar aims.  
 
The work is done and bills are paid by a normal tax paying private company, Carbon Sense Pty Ltd. 
This sole purpose company is in the business of selling subscriptions to "Carbon Sense" and 
providing advice on all aspects of carbon alarmism – the carbon cycle, carbon taxes, energy and 
environment. We get no help from governments – we pay GST and Income tax on our income. 
 
Most people who get "Carbon Sense" have not paid for subscriptions, mainly because we have not 
asked them. We have only made one request for subscriptions, and 71 people have subscribed at 
least once. Most gave $100 - $300, with a couple of more generous supporters and a few $10 
subscribers. 
 
Many of our adversaries in the Green Movement have obtained Charity Tax Exempt Status. The 
Carbon Sense Coalition despises this underhand way of partly living off the tax payer, and has not 
sought it. 
 
Naturally the ABC and others accuse us of being in the pay of oil or coal interests. We would be 
very happy to receive support from those quarters, but it would not change in one whit what we say, 
and it has not occurred. In fact several senior executives of Big Coal have asked to be removed 
from our mail lists – obviously we made them feel uncomfortable. We never hear from Big Oil. Big 
Gas probably sees us as the enemy for our exposure and criticism of their biggest benefactor – 
Wind Power. We are disappointed that we have not been offered Grants or commissioned work 
from the Department of Climate Change.  
 
All subscriptions have come from individuals or their family companies. We do not have a fixed 
subscription – people are free to pay what they think the service is worth.   
 
We could of course continue operating with free labour and the directors paying the bills, as often 
occurs. But we are not big on altruism – every day we spend on Carbon Sense means one day less 
on things that support our families. We judge our worth by how well people support us. That can be 
judged by what they say, what they do to help us, or what they contribute.  
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Here is a small selection of what our readers have said: 
 
 

Re: Stop Forcing Taxpayers and Consumers to Fund Green Toys 
Dear Viv, 
This is the best comprehensive accumulation of all known arguments against the AGW CO2 
alarmist´s idiocy and lies! Thank you very much. 
 
Of course I knew all this already for many years, but your compilation is very well designed and 
worded, so that even politicians might understand the utter stupidity they have been honouring with 
trillions of wasted dollars. 
. 
It should be made an obligatory lecture for every politician, teacher and pupil to get them to 
understand how shamefully they were taken for a ride as dumb idiots! 
 
Viv, you have outdone yourself. I'll hang on to this one! It will be the gift that keeps on giving! 
 
Viv,   Good on you mate, one vote from a Sydneysider, ex-small farmer.   Ron 

 
Nice site, and some useful links to follow up, especially the local ones. 

However, when I accessed the site, WOT (world of trust browser add-in) came up with 
a warning. Your site has been given a "bad" by an AGW fanatic. I subscribe to WOT, 

so I have improved the position a bit, but you might like to complain to them 
directly:  http://www.mywot.com/ 

 

 

RE: Wasteful Wind Power SUBMISSION 
Thanks Viv!  I like this very much.  Bare bones, just the logic.  

I am loading this for the morning blog on Thursday.                         Thomas  

 

For more testimonials see: 
http://carbon-sense.com/testimonials/ 

 

 

How to Subscribe 
 
The simplest option is a bank transfer to our account: 
 
Carbon Sense Pty Ltd 
St George Bank, Queen Street, Brisbane, Australia 
BSB (Branch): 334-040 
Account No: 553 077 331 
 
You can also post your subscription to: 
Carbon Sense Pty Ltd 
MS 23, Rosewood Qld, 4340, Australia 
 
We have had a terrible experience with PayPal. Despite agreeing to open an account, and accepting 
money from the donate button on our web site, they then decided that only "Registered Charities" 
(like Greenpeace I suppose) are allowed to have a "Donate" button. So they froze our account. So 
some of our supporters have in fact supported Pay Pal as about $1,600 is still frozen there. Trying to 
talk sense to them is less satisfying than talking to the Carbon Tax Minister. 
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But please don't feel pressured to contribute – our aim is not to make money but to spread "Carbon 
Sense". We need lots of disciples and supporters spreading our word around. No one will be bumped 
off our mail lists unless they request it. 
 
What else can you do to help us? 
 

• spread our newsletters around – friends, associates, businesses, media, politicians. 
 

• volunteer to act as an unpaid editor. We have a few overworked editors now. 
 

• draw attention to our web site. 
 

• we need help getting action in places like Twitter and Facebook. 
 

• write short articles or letters, either for us or to spread around your circles, or send to the 
media. 

 
 

In Conclusion 
 

The battle for carbon sense is by no means over. There are too many vested interests in climate 
alarmism for it to die quietly. It is already infecting every aspect of our lives with its expensive 
claptrap of carbon taxes, electricity rationing, foolish green energy subsidies, mandates to run cars 
on corn whiskey, trying to bury the gas of life, and so on. 
 
We can attack in two ways – either focus on the science, or publicise and politicise the stupidities 
and costs. We at "Carbon Sense" try to do both but see more value in fighting the political battle. 
Few people understand or care about the science, but most people can understand when it hits the 
hip pocket, or the lights go out, or there is no food on the table, or no petrol in the pumps.   
 
We also recognise that few people have the time to read long arguments, so we try to put things in 
a few simple words. Since our formation we have produced (approximately): 
 

1. 7 submissions 
2. 119 shorter articles and newsletters 
3. 152 letters 
4. 140 media releases 

 
Each of these has been distributed to a couple of thousand recipients and put on several web sites 
including www.carbon-sense.com 
 
We hope you think our efforts are worth supporting. 
 
 
Authorised by Viv Forbes  
Chairman               
The Carbon Sense Coalition 
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"The emerging 'environmentalization' of our civilization and the need for vigorous 
action in the interest of the entire global community will inevitably have multiple 
political consequences. Perhaps the most important of them will be a gradual 
change in the status of the United Nations. Inevitably, it must assume some aspects 
of a world government."  

Quote by Mikhail Gorbachev, communist and former leader of U.S.S.R. 

 

"In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, 
the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the 
bill....All these dangers are caused by human intervention....and thus the “real 
enemy, then, is humanity itself....believe humanity requires a common motivation, 
namely a common adversary in order to realize world government. It does not 
matter if this common enemy is “a real one or….one invented for the purpose." 

Quote by the Club of Rome. 

 
 
 

 
“Carbon Sense” is a newsletter produced by the Carbon Sense Coalition, an 

Australian based organisation which opposes waste of resources, opposes pollution, 
and promotes the rational and sustainable use of carbon energy and carbon food. 

  
Please spread “Carbon Sense” around. 

 
For more information visit our web site at www.carbon-sense.com 

Literary, financial or other contributions to help our cause are welcomed. 
 

Chairman Viv Forbes MS 23, Rosewood   Qld   4340   Australia.   info@carbon-sense.com  
          

To Unsubscribe send a reply with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line. 
 
 


